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Dear Committee members,

This email is sent, in order to submit my concern about the state attempting to violate the
seal of Confessions in the Catholic Church.
There are many concerns with this.  I will try to keep this brief, and just focus on a few.

1. Survivors of abuse make use of the Confession as a "safe space" - one they can turn
to and pour out their hurts, their wounds, their concerns, their griefs.  
Sure enough, they "may" be able to do this elsewhere (eg. counsellors, etc.), but
this is where they often turn, as other options often: 
* cost money
* don't provide anonymity
* don't provide a water-tight seal of confidentiality.
It's actually this anonymity and seal that gives them confidence to come forward and
receive such healing.
They feel safe and secure with this seal, and see the Confessional as a place of
refuge.  So much so that survivors themselves are gravely concerned over the
thought that such safety and security could be stripped away from them.
Examples can be found here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nbKleTAV6TI&feature=youtu.be

       2. Perpetrators are remiss to confess such crimes, and "if" they did, they might do so in
a generalised way, ie. a pedophile might make a
           blanket confession of a violation against the 6th Commandment / sin against
chastity... "if" they made a confession at all.
           You see, such perpetrators deliberately hide their crimes, and are questionably
contrite, if at all.
           "If" they do come forward for Confession to the Priest, however, it is an opportunity
for reform.  One of things that is over-looked - or simply
           missed - here, is that there are conditions for being absolved for sins.  Let's suppose,
for the sake of the argument, that a perpetrator actually
           went to Confession and detailed their crimes - there are other steps to take place, in
order for absolution to be effected.
           The conditions are 3:
           * Disclosure in confession; and
           * An act of penance (as prescribed by the Priest); and
           * A firm purpose to amend their life.
           It's not just a simple transaction where you confess your sins, and the Priest gives
you absolution.  All these criteria are part of the process.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbKleTAV6TI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbKleTAV6TI&feature=youtu.be


       3. Given what has been outlined thus far, infringing the seal of Confession is a lose-lose
situation - a loss to abuse victims (as per first point), and a
           loss to any chance of reform for perpetrators - "if" they ever actually would confess!
(second point).  There are existing measures in place that
           are more than appropriate.  Sure enough, The Church has shown great inadequacies
for an extended period of time in this space, however, that's
           no reason to ignore the very comprehensive Safeguarding Programme put in place
by the Archdiocese in Perth.  No, it's actually reason to adopt
           and implement it!

       4. Even "if" this were a viable consideration (which it clearly is not), The Catholic
Church in Australia is not autonomous to be able to do this, and
           Priests who violated the seal of Confession, would automatically incur
excommunication.
           This measure in effect seeks to infringe freedom of religion, and put an unacceptably
high cost on Priests.

There is plenty more I could add, but thought I would keep it to a few brief points.
I would hope that a common sense approach would prevail, and that abuse survivors
wouldn't be cut off from and starved of such a vital safe space as the seal of Confession
affords them.

Yours very sincerely,

Michael Harrington.




